










This version of the Newsletter was re-typed from the original by Phoebe Coster in October 2020 to 

enable search engines to ‘see’ the text. Minor changes have been made to correct typographical 

errors and to add clarity. 
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Patron Mr Allen A Strom, Advisor in Conservation, Department of Education NSW 

“To him who in the love of Nature 

 Holds Communion with her visible  

forms, she speaks a various language”.  

 --William Bryant. 

*****  OUR SOCIETY ***** 

TOWN PLAN COMMITTEE:   In the last three months our Society has expanded its interests to the 

extent that it has been necessary to form another sub-committee in addition to the Bushfire 

prevention sub-committee. The new sub-committee has been studying the Regional Plan for the 

Blue Mountains, with a view to submitting resolutions to the SPA. This committee has given up many 

hours each week in their research so far. 

BUSHFIRE LEAFLET:  The Bushfire Prevention sub-committee with the co-operation of the Blue 

Mountains City Council has now produced a very worthwhile leaflet for householders, which is in the 

process of being distributed around the district. 

Volunteers from the Society are putting these leaflets in letter-boxes and you are urged to keep 

them for reference. 

NATURE CONSERVATION CONFERENCE:   Our two delegates to the Nature Conservation Council 

conference on 13th October were W Alcorn and M Kaub. 

MEETINGS:   On the 25th September our guest speaker was Michael Smithson of the Lower Blue 

Mountains. Michael has been doing research on nocturnal marsupials and told us much of the little 

animals of the swamp and forest. 

On the 25th October films from BHP dealing with pollution were shown. 

On the 29th November the guest speaker, was unable to come. However Ken Gorringe showed some 

of his excellent flower studies which included many varieties of local acacia. 

Thanks! Ken for filling the breach. 



EARTH DAY COMPETITION:   Many imaginative posters with the theme of “Earth Day” and 

Conservation, were submitted by the pupils of Wentworth Falls Public School, encouraged by the 

Headmaster, Mr Bellis. Visitors to the Hut during the latter half of September participated in the 

judging, and book prizes were presented to the three finalists, at the School on the 5th of October. 

WORKING BEES:  Willing workers again attended on 12th November to clean around the Hut and 

paint chairs. Many thanks to the people who attended. 

LIBRARY CUPBOARD:   One of our new members, Mr Watman, has given his time and skill to build a 

new bookcase for the Hut. We were unable to find a suitable ready-made cupboards and therefore 

are extremely grateful to Mr Watman. 

Public Relations:   Over the last few months there have been a number of school excursions to the 

Valley of Waters and on each occasion the children from other areas have been welcomed by 

members of the Society. Miss I Bowden has been our most active member in this work of 

encouraging young people to take an interest in conservation and in establishing public relations 

with the schools concerned. 

Other Areas:   Although the Society is mainly concerned with local matters we endeavour not to be 

too insular. Recently the Society sent a cheque to the Quinkan National Park Appeal at Cape York 

Peninsular which is buying 200,000 acres of wilderness for future generations. 

We have taken an interest in the preservation of Bell Bird Hill at Kurrajong, against Mining at Mount 

Irvine, preservation of Wallangambe Wilderness area and on 17th November some of our members 

represented this Society at the unveiling of the Explorers’s Rocks at Mt Tomah. The Mt Tomah 

Society had this monument of rock erected to commemorate the explorations, one hundred and 

fifty years ago, of Caley, Bell, Hoddle and Cunningham. 

Welcome Back Home:  To Mr & Mrs Wintzler, Mr & Mrs Vaughan and Mr & Mrs Vanry who have all 

been overseas in the past few months. Our President Wilson Alcorn, has just returned from a tour 

around New Zealand and looking at Conservation there. 

Christmas Gathering at Valley of Waters Reserve. 

As evening approached the barbecue fires were lit on this first day of December and soon happy 

chatter and munching could be heard throughout the Reserve. After clean-up we gathered in the 

Hut, where, led by the Good-neighbour Choir under the baton of R Toseland carolling occupied the 

evening until the pangs were again assuaged by tea and cakes. The specialist performance was given 

by Mrs A Wintzler on her guitar. 

The weather was balmy. A really enjoyable evening. 

*** 

  



Other Areas:  The October outing to the Grose River by way of Pierce’s Pass was strenuous but most 

rewarding. After passing through a stretch of rain-forest the track is high above the valley & affords 

beautiful glimpses of the great masses of rock around the cliff tops as well as of the valley below. 

The track descends very steeply in the latter part and the river can both be seen and heard. Many 

varieties of flowers were noted, the most outstanding being great clusters of rock lilies on both sides 

of the river. 

The November walk was of a different nature, being a long but more or less level stretch from the 

little picnic area just to the South of Macquarie Road and following the Springwood Gully to Perch 

Pools. The track keeps close to the stream practically all the way and crosses and recrossed it. 

Flowers and orchids and ferns, particularly maiden hair, as well as beautiful coloured fungi made the 

walk both attractive and interesting. This can be recommended as a lovely day’s outing. 

December outing was quite near home taking us to many beautiful spots in Wentworth Falls. 

Beginning at the Hut we took the short, bush track to the Falls Reserve and onto Weeping Rock, 

from there to the top of the falls and up to Rocket Point. From there, there is a magnificent view of 

the falls and of the water holes below. Perhaps the outstanding feature was the abundance of 

flowering gum and the foliage of the coachwood to be seen on the slopes and in the valley. 

Following the Undercliff Walk we reached the original Prince’s Rock Lookout and continuing along to 

Denfenella which to my mind is the loveliest of them all. Lady See’s and Breakfast Point concluded 

the walk, ending up at the Hut from which we started. Boronia was still flowering as well as many 

other varieties, and the clusters of dark purple violets in the damp sheltered areas were a delight. 

Anyone doing this walk will find it most rewarding. 

Nora Dillon 

Donation to Library:  Mrs J Kain, of Wentworth Falls, is kindly donating her copies of the magazine 

Australia’s Wildlife Heritage. 

********** 

NATURE CONSERVATION CONFERENCE by Wilson Alcorn 

The Annual Conference of the Nature Conservation Council of NSW held on 13th October was 

attended by Martin and Betty Kaub and myself from our Society. Our Secretary Wynne Millar 

unfortunately couldn’t make it.  

The resolutions for consideration were well debated under the able chairmanship of Vincent 

Serventy. Undoubtedly the improved format and integration of similar resolutions allowed more 

time for debate.  

Any members who wish to know more of the work of the Nature Conservation Council would do well 

to peruse the excellent report prepared by the Hon. Secretary, Allen A Strom. This will be available in 

our library at the Hut, and covers results of action taken by the Executive on Resolutions from 1972 

Conference. 

  



Energy Crisis 

The Honorary Secretary also submitted a memo on the imminent energy and minerals crises, 

incorporating the following resolutions: “That this conference express deep concern at the portents 

now evident in the energy crisis and the reported shortages of certain minerals, and urges The 

Australian Government to: A. encourage research in this country into the use of solar energy and the 

reuse of all materials capable of reuse and B. to use its influence through the United Nations and 

otherwise to encourage other nations to study use of solar energy and the reuse of materials”. 

Recently an article in a daily paper described St George’s School (700 pupils) in England which has 

been heated for 12 years by solar energy without once using the oil-fired emergency heating system. 

But no one has copied it yet! 

Even now it is obvious enormous fuel savings can be made. President Nixon’s use of a commercial 

airline to Florida instead of his personal Boeing 707 saved an estimated 40,000 gallons of fuel on one 

flight alone. 

********** 

HARDENBERGIA SEED WANTED 

The David Stead Foundation is co-operating in an hydro-seeding on Department of Main Roads 

embankments, (experiment with Hardenbergia violacea seed.) 

Seed will be ripe about now. If you could help by collecting pods shelling and packeting and sending 

to 14 Pacific Street Watson’s Bay 2030 the Foundation would be most appreciative. 

Hardenbergia is easily recognised by its long heads of purple pea flowers. 

When not in flower it can be recognised by: 

a. The fact that it is a creeper 

b. The leaves are hard, broad, pointed at the tip, strongly veined, smooth, broad at base 5-10 

in long 

c. The pods are black. 

******************** 

REFOLIATION ON SEWERARGE LINE 

It is over twelve months since a sewerage line was cleared around the hill behind my place. At the 

time I was very upset because the area was on the topside of the reserve bounding Fall’s Creek and 

very wide area was cleared of every vestige of growth. During heavy rains following, there also 

occurred some erosion of the hillside. However since then it is pleasing to report that a certain 

amount of refoliation has taken place. 

The trees of course, will take a long time to grow, but there are some Mallees and Leptospermum of 

the white flowering variety (which has flowered this year) coming on. Where there is seepage, white 

flowering epacris have flourished as well as some Bauera rubioides. 



A species which was comparatively rare a few years ago but of which I found numerous plants in 

flower this year, is Olearia dentate. Another plant whose seeds have spread over the bare earth and 

is now flourishing, is the blue Dampiera. There are two species of this plant. 

Gompholobium grandiflorum is also fairly numerous, as is Isopogom anemonifolius and Goodenia. 

There are scatted small Lambertia formosa, Hakea tenuifolia and many other unidentified plants. 

This year on the hillside, I found some Pimelea also and was rather surprised as I had not found it in 

that area previously. 

Before the area was cleared there had been some common Correa and bush Clematis but these, 

alas, appear to have been lost. 

Win Millar. 

************ 

NATIONAL PARKS APPEAL 

 

The 1973 Appeal of the National Parks & Wildlife Foundation raised nearly $400,000, which has 

already resulted in one new National Park and the expansion of two others. 

This is stated in a letter to Honorary Rangers asking for help in the 1974 Appeal of the National Parks 

& Wildlife Foundation, which will be held on February 24. 

Thousands of volunteers are sought “to give an hour or two of time on February 24 asking 

neighbourhood residents to support the Appeal in a generous way”. 

*** *** 

BREEDING BEHAVIOUR OF BIRDS 

This spring and summer we have seen some more interesting examples of the breeding behaviour of 

birds. The Orange Winged Sitella and its nest were described in a previous issue. This small, greyish 

bird with an orange wing patch, builds a very neat cup nest in the fork of a Eucalypt. 

The nest is cleverly disguised on the outside with flakes of bark and appears to be part of the branch. 

It is lined with grey-green lichen, the eggs are a similar colour, and the young are covered with a light 

grey down, giving a splendid further camouflage when the nest is viewed from above. 

In December, in the Mini Ha Ha Falls Reserve, we found such a nest containing 3 young. It was 50 

feet up in a Peppermint Gum, the top branches of which had all been killed in a bushfire. Thus it was 

completely open to the sky and to the view of any passing crow, currawong or hawk. 

It was most interesting to watch the behaviour of the parent birds when feeding the young. Sitellas 

feed on insects which they gather from under the bark on branches or trunks. They usually land at 

the top of a branch and work their way down. 



A parent would arrive at the next tree from some way off, with an insect in its mouth. It would land 

on the top of the next branch to the nest, hop down it as if searching for food, poking its beak into 

crevices and behind bark flakes! Then it flies to the top of the nest branch, carries on down the 

branch, then flies off. 

There seems little doubt that this dummy food gathering behaviour is designed to mislead predators 

into believing that the Sitella is merely searching for insects in the normal manner. 

Graham Alcorn. 

MEGALONG VALLEY TO BE PRESERVED 

Conservationists will warmly commend the Blue Mountains City Council for their decision to 

preserve the present and historic bushland-rural character of the Megalong Valley. 

The Council is to be congratulated on their decision to commission an Environmental Impact Study 

of the Valley. Following discussion on this report, Council decided on a number of steps to preserve 

the Valley, says an article in the Blue Mountains Advertiser. 

These include: 300 acre landholding; no further public lands to be passed over to private ownership; 

seek to have the Valley added to the Blue Mountains National Park; retain the existing rural activities 

on freeholdings; no additional access roads; no widening of present road through Blackheath Glen or 

denuding of its verges; conserve cliff-tops and walls of the escarpment by banning clearance of any 

natural vegetation or geological formation. 

It is most pleasing to note that the points put forward by our Society to the Environmental Impact 

Study, and published in our last Newsletter, have been covered in the Council decisions. 

*********************** 

EDITOR: Graham Alcorn, Box 39, Blackheath NSW 2785. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


